
Before setting up his own
business at 4, Gibson Street,
Waterloo Road, Lambeth,
South London, James Munro
worked for Holtzapffel & Co.
He was an Engineer and
Machinist who undertook all
kinds of general machining
and he also made high class
lathes for amateurs and all
kinds of apparatus for
ornamental turning.

The quality of his work is
equal to that of Holtzapffel &
Co., and almost identical in
appearance.

This lathe was owned by
the late Paul Fletcher, a
highly talented ornamental
turner.

Comprising:
Iron bed on iron frame with
treadle, chain, crankshaft and
flywheel.

For Sale - an Ornamental Turning Lathe & Accessories by James Munro c.1870



Screw-mandrel Headstock of 5” centre height with tangent screw, worm-wheel,
segment pillar, adjustable index with automatic counting facility and division plate with 5
rows of divisions, star-nut, set of 6 screw-cutting guides and quick-action bridle to release
the mandrel for screw-cutting or pumping; 2 swash-plates and a quantity of rosettes for
pumping.





Screw-barrel tailstock with male centre; Hand-rest with tee;
Boring Collar and Slender turning guide with stand.



Ornamental Slide-rest with toolslide, tool-boat,
bridle, pair of tool clamps, stop & guide screws,
Pair of fluting stops curvilinear rubber & standards,
template bar with one template, hand-lever, crank
handle & key.



Spherical Slide-rest with toolslide, tool-boat, bridle, pair of tool-clamps, stop &
guide screws, hand-lever, set of crank handles & key and a raising block to bring
the headstock to the same height as the Spherical slide-rest.



 Spiral Dividing Chuck by Evans with radial arm,
2 gears and a flexible drive shaft;.  The other parts of
the Spiral Apparatus are missing but are available to
be purchased separately.

 Regrettably the Ellipse Chuck is missing and
there are no cutting frames.

Eccentric Chuck with ratchet nose-
wheel

             Spherical Slide-rest

Dome Chuck.



Faceplate & Dogs

Jaw chucks

Swash plates

Universal Chucks

Tympan Chuck

Universal 2-jaw Chuck (2, one by Evans) a
Faceplate with dogs, 2 user-made Swash Plates,
Tympan chuck and a good selection of jaw
chucks.



A large selection of work-holding chucks and a Raising Block for
raising the headstock to the height of the Spherical Slide-rest.



 3 trays of
ornamental cutters, 2
trays of drills and a
Drilling Spindle



 Evans style Double
Standard Overhead Drive with
triangular bar, crane & weight,
spindle, pulley & drum.  Iron
strap to prevent flywheel from
spreading the frame.



Mahogany triptych cabinet of 84 hand turning tools, mostly
by Holtzapffel but including 7 fine moulding tools by other
makers.

This Triptych may be sold separately, but only if not wanted
by the buyer of the lathe.

Set of Chuck-making tools.





 Sundry items including a spare
radial arm, a Mandrel Nose Copy
on 9/16” x 3/8” shank; Small
Mandrel chuck & 3 Wire chucks,
spare template bar, spare hand-rest
base, 3 round bars (one broken)
and 4 crank handles from a metal-
turning Slide-rest.

The lathe is located in East Sussex, UK.  Viewing by appointment only.

Offers invited.   Enquiries in the first instance should be addressed to:

John Edwards

by telephone: 0 (+44) 1732-355-479

or by email: ornamental.turning@talktalk.net

mailto:ornamental.turning@talktalk.net

